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Dolce & Gabbana's  Emotioneyes  campaign was  photographed by the Morelli Brothers . Image credit: Dolce & Gabbana

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Italian fashion brand Dolce & Gabbana is learning the art of orecchiette pasta making from a Bari, Italy-based nonna
to promote its latest cosmetics line.

Although pasta making and beauty products may not seem to be parallel topics, the coastal Italy setting is on par with
much of the brand's marketing which pairs Italian heritage, family and all things Dolce & Gabbana. Using an
underlying familial theme enables Dolce & Gabbana's consumers to identify and relate to its marketing, regardless
of a personal Italian heritage.

An eyeful of pasta 
To promote the new "Emotioneyes" cosmetic collection, which includes a brow powder duo and high-definition
liquid eyeliner, Dolce & Gabbana selected sisters Sistine and Sophia Stallone.

The daughters of "Rocky" actor Sylvester Stallone, the sisters have a combine social media community of more than
150,000 followers.
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Sistine and Sophia Stallone are featured in Dolce & Gabbana's Emotioneyes campaign. Image credit: Dolce &
Gabbana

Set in the Old Town section of Bari on the Adriatic Sea, Dolce & Gabbana's campaign shows the Stallone sisters in
similar outfits as they explore the city. Once the setting is established, the camera pans to trays of fresh orecchiette
drying and to the hands of an older woman sorting the pasta.

In the following scenes, the Stallone sisters are shown being kissed by the city's grandmothers, dancing cheek to
cheek and enjoying each other's company.

One shot shows the sisters standing near a tray full of orecchiette with one playfully throwing the pasta up in the air
and the other fixing her makeup in a Dolce & Gabbana Emotioneyes compact.

Dolce & Gabbana's short campaign end with a still shot of the Emotioneyes collection and a Passioneyes mascara
lying among the fresh pasta. A text overlay reads, in Italian, "pasta, amore e... Emotioneyes."
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@sist inestallone and @sophiastallone take us through the old town of Bari as they spark conversation and dance
with locals, ult imately learning the art of making Orecchiette pasta. #DGEmotionEyes #DGBeauty

A post shared by Dolce & Gabbana Beauty (@dgbeauty) on Sep 17, 2017 at 6:57am PDT

Dolce & Gabbana's Emotioneyes campaign was filmed and photographed by the Morelli brothers, Luca and
Alessandro Morelli, thus extending the brand's commitment to family.

The brand's family ideals extends throughout its product offerings.

For example, Dolce & Gabbana mirrored its children's apparel after its  adult ready-to-wear collections to capitalize
on fashion's mini me trend.

For spring/summer 2017, instead of creating a children's collection of dedicated pieces, Dolce & Gabbana opted to
scale down apparel from its main lines to create mother-daughter and father-son outfits, a choice that may spur
interest from parents who have their own clothing from the line (see story).
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